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The Center for Digital Democracy (CDD) respectfully petitions the Federal Trade Commission to review Google’s recent announcement that it was changing its privacy policy effective March 1, 2012. CDD believes that Google is misleading its users about the real reasons it is integrating its “more than 70” privacy policies.¹ In the FTC’s October 13, 2011, Decision and Order, Google is required to present its privacy policies “in an understandable language and syntax: and (2) include nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of any other statements or disclosures provided by respondent.” Further, Google is ordered “not represent in any manner, expressly or by implication: the purposes for which it collects and uses covered information, and (2) the extent to which consumers may exercise control over the collection, use, or disclosure of covered information.” Google is also required to “obtain express affirmative consent from users before there is “sharing”

with third parties.\(^2\) CDD urges the Commission to initiate legal proceedings under the Consent Decree and also seek to have Google postpone its pending March 1, 2012, privacy policy changes.

In Google’s January 24, 2012, announcement on “Updating our privacy policies and terms of service,” as well as its webpage “Overview” (“One Policy, One Google Experience”), users are not informed at all about how Google’s own recent and emerging digital advertising and marketing practices are the driving force behind the policy change. Google fails to tell users in its principal privacy change communications how such data collection, profiling, and targeting practices impact—and potentially harm—their privacy. Google presents the information in a deceptive way that suggests consumers will benefit from the new policy. The Commission is obligated under the Consent Decree to ensure that consumers receive accurate information, and that Google not misrepresent the reasons for its Google privacy changes. Google’s official Blog announcement, its video description, and subsequent descriptions all fail to provide the disclosures required under the consent decree.

We believe that an analysis of Google’s business operations over the last year will demonstrate the true rationale for the changes to its privacy policy—which has nothing to do with making it “easier” or “more convenient” for users. We fail to see where Google has provided to users—as it claims to have done in its “Compliance Report” submitted to the commission—“clear information in order to exercise meaningful choice regarding their continued use of Google services....”\(^3\) In particular, Google fails to inform its users that the new privacy regime is based on its own business imperatives: to address competition from Facebook; to grow its capacity to


finely profile and target through audience buying; to collect, integrate, and utilize a user’s information in order to expand its social media, social search, and mobile marketing activities (through YouTube, Google+, and Admob, for example); to extend the length of time during which users are subject to targeting and real-time auctions via its DoubleClick Ad Exchange and Display Network; to provide additional data points for its Teracent, Invite Media, and Admeld operations; and generally to expand its DoubleClick operations. Finally, Google should have explained to consumers what it told a private industry meeting—that to help fulfill its February 2011 prediction that display advertising will be a $200 billion dollar global industry, it would need to better integrate user data across platforms and application using digital ad marketing automation.4

In its petition, CDD will describe recent changes and developments in Google’s user targeting and digital marketing operations, demonstrating how they are the driving force in why Google is changing its privacy policy. Google has failed to make such information available to its users—in violation of the Consent decree. It has sugar-coated its decision in a manner designed to mislead users. For example, its official announcement claims that the new policy actually benefits the user: “we’ll treat you as a single user across all our products, which will mean a simpler, more intuitive Google experience... [in] our desire to create one beautifully simple and intuitive experience across Google....” Google’s explanatory video starts off with the claim

that “We have been tidying up a little…”, and frames the change as a way to be of help to user, who has “less legal gloop to read through.” Would a user have any reason to doubt the new privacy policy was designed to help them better use Google services when reading the following description?

Over time you can expect to see better search results, ads and other content when you’re using Google services. A more consistent user experience across Google might mean that we give you more accurate spelling suggestions because you’ve typed them before. Or maybe we can tell you that you’ll be late for a meeting based on your location, your calendar and the local traffic conditions. Google users still have to do too much heavy lifting, and we want to do a better job of helping them.5

In addition to its claims that the new privacy changes will be easier for a consumer to understand and make decisions about, Google also suggests that “regulators” are a driving force behind its decision: “Regulators globally have been calling for shorter, simpler privacy policies.” Indeed, as Google knows and should address on its new privacy change webpage, privacy regulators from the European Union have asked Google to postpone its March 1, 2012, privacy policy changes pending a formal review.6

In its letter to CDD on the Google Buzz settlement (October 13, 2011), responding to our call to implement safeguards for such Google holdings as DoubleClick and AdMob, the FTC stated that its order “applies broadly to all of Google’s products and services....” The commission’s letter to CDD also makes clear that “Under the order, Google is prohibited from misrepresenting the privacy and confidentiality of any covered information....” As we believe the evidence below will demonstrate, Google has failed to inform users as to how its new privacy policy affects the role and use of “covered information” as required by the FTC order.


Google Should Have Informed Users that its Need to Collect more Information on them and their social networks is due to business reasons related to its digital marketing business, and not to make its consumer privacy policy “shorter and easier to read.” It should have informed them of cross-platform data integration for targeting and the privacy implications therein.

The FTC should require Google to accurately and honestly inform users about the factors motivating its privacy policy changes. They are driven, in part, by the impact of “audience buying” and social media marketing on its digital advertising business. As CDD made clear in its 2010 complaint to the FTC on digital advertising exchanges, the dramatic growth of audience buying raises crucial privacy and consumer protection concerns. Real-time bidding on advertising exchanges, along with new ways to merge additional data sets into targeting and tracking profiles, have emerged as a key part of Google’s ad sales. Google’s DoubleClick Ad Exchange, Invite Media, Admeld and DoubleClick division give it a Demand Side Platform, Supply Side Platform, Ad Exchange and “Buy-side” and “Sell-side” ad servers. As a Google executive recently explained, “...advertisers will start thinking about buying audiences rather than just buying placement.... Modern display lets advertisers define their audience and then reach them across the web.... That means advertisers have to start thinking of the wider web....” Google has been significantly expanding its audience-buying business in the U.S. and globally, including facilitating greater

---


forms of data profiling and tracking.\(^\text{10}\) Its own “multi-screen” and “cross-channel” research, released in October 2011 with Nielsen, showed that ad effectiveness increases when campaigns are displayed across “TV, PC, smartphone and tablets,” thus requiring cross-platform data gathering and targeting capabilities.\(^\text{11}\)

Social media is also transforming the search marketing and other forms of digital advertising. As Google well knows, social search, social commerce, and even social TV are reworking the traditional digital advertising business. Increasingly, through communications to their networks of friends and associates, individual users are influencing how we discover and buy products and services. Facing vigorous new competition from Facebook, and understanding that its core search product was increasingly going to be challenged by social marketing, Google found itself at a disadvantage. It needed to better integrate its only key social marketing product—YouTube—into its profile-based targeting system, as well as amplify its user information through the growth of Google+. As one analyst explained, Google needs to integrate more “social features,” such as Google+, if it is to compete with Facebook. Such social data, he explained, will “span across their set of products now [that] they’ve consolidated their profiles....”\(^\text{12}\) When Google incorporated +1 on the


Google Display Network in September 2011, it was acknowledging to its advertising clients that incorporating social data into its ad targeting was a major part of how it sold ads.\textsuperscript{13} Surely its users needed to be told in its privacy revision announcement that social media data collection for targeting was an important factor in this change.

As the Electronic Frontier Foundation make clear, the changes to YouTube’s privacy policy has a direct impact on the privacy of a user: “…the data Google collected on you when you used YouTube was carefully cabined away from your other Google products. So, in effect, Google could use data they collected on YouTube to improve and customize the users’ YouTube experience, but couldn’t use the data to customize and improve user experience on, say, Google+....The new privacy policy removes the separation between YouTube, Google search, and other Google products.”\textsuperscript{14}

Google’s privacy policy should inform users how the company uses cross-platform strategies (“a multi-screen experience via desktop, mobile, and display..., a display strategy that isn’t siloed”) and is committed to further intensive targeting for its digital data collection services. As its December 2011 presentation called “5 Resolutions for Display Advertisers” illustrates, Google strongly supports “retargeting” users wherever they are online: “Remarketing is like plugging a leaky

\begin{footnotesize}
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bucket, where the leak is website visitors leaving your site, and the plug is display ads that bring past visitors back to your site.” Google urged marketers to track and profile users based on their “intent,” (what they did on a site, for example), and to use such profile data to hone more targeted ads. It specifically called for such retargeting through capturing data of YouTube viewers, as well as using the site for more intensively (“With the latest changes to the YouTube homepage, we’ve pivoted the YouTube site experience to focus on channels and a socially-driven feed…”). It also urged the greater use of social media targeting via display ads: “Social interactions within the banner: Actually having users interact with the banner (by playing a game, watching videos, etc.) and then having them share their experiences through social media continues the conversation.” Mobile data targeting via location, time of day, device, and context, including using “format options... that are specific to mobile devices (click to video, click to map, click to call)” was another New Year’s resolution.

**YouTube Data Tracking:** Google’s new privacy policy should have informed users that it wants to better merge YouTube data into profiles for user targeting. Google should explain that its plans related to the January 2012 YouTube privacy changes were connected to the site’s major redesign in Fall 2011. YouTube was repositioned to better target consumers and increase its ability to attract larger advertising budgets (“transforming the platform from an aggregator of... videos into a generator and seller of quality content”), as well as deepen its social media impact.

---


For Google’s new privacy regime to be accurate, it should have explained its goal with TrueView for YouTube, for example. Through TrueView, Google will now collect more granular data on a user’s interests that can be used for profiled-based targeting; it is also ushering in a different way Google charges for YouTube advertising—from a “cost-per-impression basis [to] cost-per-view basis.” This includes a goal of having “millions of pieces of creative to choose from to find the right match between an ad and the person who wants to watch it.” To fulfill Google’s YouTube advertising plans, it requires more data from a user.\(^{18}\) As Google explains to advertisers, “TrueView Video Ads gives you the best of video and online advertising. Get the brand engagement and reach of YouTube combined with the conversion tracking and optimization of online advertising. You can access insight data to help inform your story line: see which keywords/audiences are performing best, what the hot spots are in your videos and which of your videos are most popular.”\(^{19}\) Google has conducted neuromarketing-oriented testing with its TrueView product, “using biometrics (heart rate, respiratory rate, skin conductance, motion—via Innerscope), depth interviews and eye-tracking.”\(^{20}\) Google should also be required to explain in its new privacy policy how it uses “Third Party Audience Data,” such as allowing YouTube advertisers to target “Shoppers whose visits to


other websites indicate they’re in the market for particular goods or services, based on third-party data from sources like BlueKai.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{Google’s DoubleClick Ad Exchange Expansion, Cross-Format Targeting, and its Impact on Privacy Changes:} Google’s Ad Exchange has been integrated into its overall data capture platform, requiring the company to generate additional information on users. As Google explained on November 7, 2011, “we’ve seen the volume of trades on our own exchange grow by more than 150% in the past year.... [W]e have been expanding the types of formats in the Exchange.”\textsuperscript{22} Google’s Exchange now targets via display, rich media, “in-stream” video, and mobile applications and services. Google’s own research from early in 2011 revealed that advertisers and agencies surveyed intended “to spend more on digital advertising...because of the benefits of RTB.”\textsuperscript{23} In its July 2011 white paper on Real-Time Bidding, Google exults the emergence of what it calls “data liquidity” to meet the opportunities posed by “inventory liquidity” (which means the ability to better target a user). Google explains the range of user data that can be used for targeting on the Exchange—something it fails to meaningfully do in its privacy change announcement. For example, Google notes that ad targeters can use “first-party retargeting data,” “third-party data ...to ...match a pre-defined profile, such as demographic, behavioral, in-market profile,” and “data passed from the seller with each impression... [including] Geo parameters.”\textsuperscript{24} On November 7, 2011, Google
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announced it was “bringing AdMob mobile inventory to the DoubleClick....

[M]arketers on our Exchange will be able to buy, in real time, ads that run inside people’s favorite mobile games, news apps and more. With this important addition, the DoubleClick Ad Exchange will be truly cross-format...and will become the first exchange to support this full range of ad formats.”

Google recently explained to its clients—not its users—the role that third-party data integration for profile-based targeting plays in its Exchange: “One benefit of DoubleClick Ad Exchange is that buyers can bring their own data, optimization and bidding strategies.” In its case study, Google quotes the Real-time Platform Manager for Quantcast explaining its use of the DoubleClick Ad Exchange: “The thing we like most about real-time bidding is that it lets us bring our own data to the party.... [R]eal-time bidding requires big data that is relevant and continually refreshed.... Quantcast works with a truly huge data set.”

On September 15, 2011, Google made a significant addition on its Ad Exchange service. It launched what it called *Direct Deals* on its Ad Exchange, providing forms

---


25 Chip Hall, “Bringing AdMob Mobile Inventory to the DoubleClick Ad Exchange.”


of private “first-look” deals for publishers seeking more exclusive user targeting. As Google explained at that time, “Direct Deals allows publishers to forge relationships with new, data-driven, buyers and benefit from the efficiency of an exchange transaction. We are excited to introduce this new level of flexibility to Ad Exchange to help buyers improve the effectiveness of their campaigns and sellers profit from real-time display buying on their terms.” A key element in Google’s drive to expand its user data collection practices is the role of the Google Display Network, which, a Google executive noted at that time “...can act as a buyer on the Exchange and use Direct Deals.” As Scott Spencer, Product Management Director of Google’s DoubleClick Ad Exchange, explained, “This is a new way to sell inventory that bridges the gap between directly sold campaigns and the open exchange model. The benefit for publishers is being able to negotiate their own price for their inventory directly with today’s data-driven buyers. The advantage for buyers is being able to buy the impressions they want with all of the advantages of real-time bidding, but without any obligation to purchase.”

Google’s Invite Media, which it acquired in 2010, provides a “Bid Manager” that enables “Top agencies and advertisers... to use their own and third-party data....” In its Fact Sheet on Invite Media, Google explains that marketers can “incorporate first-party remarketing data or third-party audience data from any major source to find precisely the audience segments you want to reach.” It also explains how users

---


face further data collection and targeting via Google Real-Time Bidding process, something that the new privacy policy fails to address: “With RTB, media buyers can drive meaningful one-to-one connections to consumers with greater scale and efficiency. Every time an impression is available, the advertising exchange ‘asks’ us if we’d like to bid on behalf of an advertiser.... You get a variety of information, such as the site the impression is on, the time stamp, information about the user, etc.”32

**Integrating Social Data into its Consumer Targeting System:** As we noted earlier, the role of social media and new user behaviors has roiled the online advertising marketplace. Ironically, this complaint is connected to one of Google’s earlier failures to harvest social data for advertising—Google Buzz. In March 2011, Google launched its +1 product to help bolster the role of social media in its search marketing business. In June 2011, Google expanded the use of +1 to also include its other Web properties, including “Android Market, Blogger, Product Search and YouTube.”33 In September 2011, Google announced that AdSense publishers would now be able to use “+1 on the Google Display Network.... [T]he +1 button will begin to appear on display ads on your site. With a single click, people will now be able to endorse specific ads and make them more likely to appear to their social connections.... leading to more clicks and higher returns....”34 Google also had announced in June 2011 additional ways advertisers could analyze +1, and described its social engagement analysis tools. Through its “social plug-in analytics” advertisers can use the following:

- The Social Engagement report lets you see how site behavior changes for visits that include clicks on +1 buttons or other social actions. This allows


34 Oestlien, “+1: Now Making Display Ads More Relevant.”
you to determine, for example, whether people who +1 your pages during a visit are likely to spend more time on your site than people who don’t.

- The Social Actions report lets you track the number of social actions (+1 clicks, Tweets, etc) taken on your site, all in one place.
- The Social Pages report allows you to compare the pages on your site to see which are driving the highest the number of social actions.\(^{35}\)

**Expansion of Mobile Data Collection:** Google had made mobile targeting a significant focus of its efforts, releasing a series of research reports in 2011 to demonstrate the power and influence of what it calls the “Mobile Moment.” Its own analysis released in September 2011 shows how mobile platforms, including tablets, are now a key part of the search marketing business.\(^{36}\) In September 2011, Google announced that its “+1 button will start to roll out on AdSense for Mobile Content publishers for both text and image ads.”\(^{37}\) Google also better integrated YouTube into its mobile targeting apparatus, announcing in November 2011 that advertisers could now use YouTube “mobile in-stream ads to reach specific audiences, locations and content.”\(^{38}\) In June 2011, Google launched new mobile ad targeting formats for AdMob, “including full page graphical interstitial ads, to cross-promote their apps while gaining more control over their campaigns by setting impression goals, targeting by device or geography and creating ad groups.”\(^{39}\) In February 2012,
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\(^{39}\) Jason Morse, “AdMob Adds New Features and Ad Formats to House Ads for Developers,” Google Mobile Ads Blog, 8 June 2011,
Google announced that its "AdSense product now supports mobile ad unit sizes.... Now publishers have a single AdSense product to manage their ad units across mobile and desktop...." The change has an impact on user privacy, with Google explaining that "Mobile web publishers need to update their tags to the new AdSense for content mobile ads...." 40

**Shopper Marketing and “Path-to-Purchase” Data Targeting:** Google has made a significant commitment (as have others) to expand its data collection and targeting system to incorporate location. In 2011 Google launched a significant initiative called “Zero Moment of Truth” (ZMOT). 41 At its core, ZMOT relies on using an array of digital tracking and targeting tools—including search, mobile, video and social—to influence a consumer regarding the purchasing a product or service. 42 The ZMOT effort is linked to integrating Google’s data collection and targeting process across platform and application, so it can be activated regardless of a user’s location. 43 On December 14, 2011, Google expanded its ZMOT work by forming “The Google Shopper Marketing Agency Council. The Council’s goal is to “advance understanding of how online and offline behavior drives purchase consideration and decision-making...." 44 The FTC should analyze the myriad data connections required for


ZMOT targeting, and ensure Google’s privacy policy accurately reflects its impact on user privacy.

**Further Expansion of DoubleClick Tracking and Targeting:** Google made significant additions to its DoubleClick for Publishers system in 2011. In October 2011, Google announced the “next generation of the DFP [DoubleClick for Publishers] ad tag.” Through its “Publisher Console,” the new ad tag enables marketers working with DoubleClick to “view the real-time decision making process DFP uses to determine which ad to serve, the time DFP took to generate each ad....”  

Also in October 2011, DFP Video was launched, enabling “publishers... [to] manage their entire display advertising business with video at its core through one platform. No longer do publishers need to deal with the operational complexity of splitting off their video inventory into a separate ad server.”  

In November 2011, Google’s mobile DFP product released additional capabilities for “advanced targeting” of mobile consumers. Reflecting Google’s new goal to harvest profiling data across platforms, the DFP Mobile product enables “tighter integrations with Google AdSense, AdMob, the DoubleClick Ad Exchange and mobile ad networks.”  

In December 2011 it released additional data analytics tools for ad targeting via DFP. It also integrated at that time +1 into the DoubleClick DFP system.  


December 2011, Google announced it would “over time” meld its DoubleClick and new acquisition Admeld RTB services, explaining that it would help create “a much simpler system that enables publishers to manage and sell their ad space—across desktop, video, mobile, tablets and more.”

**Partnership with Vivaki:** Google should also have described in its privacy policy how user data was needed for its alliance with global ad leader Publicis. VivaKi, a Publicis subsidiary, is using Google data and services as part of its Nerve Center/Audience on Demand targeting operations. In November 2011, Google expanded its data sharing and targeting pact with VivaKi by giving it access to “AdMob mobile advertising inventory through Google’s DoubleClick Ad Exchange.” The deal enables VivaKi to buy “mobile ads for marketers in real time... inside mobile games, news apps and content.” As VivaKi explained at that time, “As one of the largest mobile ad networks, the addition of AdMob inventory will bring unprecedented scale to exchange-based buying for mobile.” Google data are being used by VivaKi to help track users across “Mobile, Video, Display, Search, etc.”

Google also needed more online video-related profiling data for its work with the

---


global initiative organized by Publicis designed to better target digital video ads. As Google explained back in 2010 when it became a part of VivaKi’s *The Pool*, "by 2015, 50 percent of online ads will have an element of online video in them bought on a cost-per-view basis."53

**FTC Must Act Prior to the March 1, 2012 Google Privacy Policy Switchover:**
Over the last several weeks, CDD has made some of the above information available to the Commission. Through this complaint and request for relief, we have amplified our informal submissions. The evidence is clear that Google’s business practices, many announced and implemented prior to the January 2012 new privacy plan, are the core reason why it is changing its policy. CDD urges the Commission to further investigate Google’s violation of the Consent Decree, impose fines, other penalties, and seek remedies. The FTC should immediately request that Google postpone its planned privacy policy changes until an investigation has been completed.

Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Chester  
Executive Director  
Center for Digital Democracy  
1621 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 550  
Washington, DC 20009  
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